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A; Connect the pictures with the appropriate sentences.

a

b

c

1.Sara burst into tears when she saw her score.
2. I've kept an old diary for 12years. I recorded my sweet days .in it.
3.My grandfarher feeds pigions in the park
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------B; Complete the following sentences with the words given.
( symbols, tool, identify, founded, respect, definition)
4. I ................my mother for all things she had done for me.
5.The bridge was ..............with cement and brick over the river.
6. There is no .............for the word you say. I think it's a technical term.
7.A list of phonetic ................... is given in the introduction of this dictionary.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------C; Use your own knowledge to complete the sentences.
8. Avoid eating foods that ......... a lot of fat.
9.A: What does IRIB ..........? B: Islamic Republic of Iran Broadcasting.
11.The dictionary which is dedicated for high level learners is known.................

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------D: Match column A with column B.
11. tell somebody that something is good

a. bilingual

12. a dictionary which uses two languages

b. deserve

13. stop being angry with someone

c. forgive

14. to be worthy

d. recommend

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------E; Choose the best answer.
15. They ...................... no effort to help to those who lost their houses in the flood.
a. spare

b. dedicate

c. distinguish

d. forgive

16. The authour .............. this article in less than a month.
a. compiled

b. compared

c. magnified

d. founded

17. That man in black suit is very ...........in our town since he helps the poor.
a.contained

b.replied

d. distiguished

d. arranged

18. Daily exercise and healthy food..........energy and strength in elderly people.
a. fails

b. handles

c. translates

d. boosts

19. Martyrs' work ..............the new generation to fight against cruelty.
a.inspired

b. shouted

c. deserved

d. honored

21. That is the dictionary entry in .............you can find your favorite information.
a.who

b. that

c. whom

d. which

21. His sister rarely buys new dresses at a low price,.............?
a. doesn't she

b. don't they

c. didn't she

d. does she

22. A medicine .............by sciecntists to cure cancer yet?
a. hasn't been discovered

b. was dicoverd c. had discovered d. is going to discover

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------F; Put the correct form of the verbs in the blanks.
23. Elephants ...............by cruel hunters in african countries every year . ( kill)
24. The company ..........the vaccine to many countries, didn't it? (sell)
25. English .................many countries around the world. (speak)
26.The first television ...........by Baird in 1924. (invent)

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------G; Use connecting words " but., or, so, and" in the following sentences.
27.Robert can drive sport cars well, .......he can't repair them.
28. My grandfather doesn't feel well, .....he is going to see a doctor.
29.We can take a taxi, ..........travel by train.
31.Reza went out with his friends last friday, .........he had a great time.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------H; Cloze Test
A new study found that having children in the house ...31.... lack of enough sleep in many
mothers. Motherhood significantly ......32.......the number of hours a mother slept each
night . .....33......, this had a negative effect on mothers' energy levels and tierdness during
the day . The study found that fathers' sleep remained largely unaffected by having
.......34.......in the house. 48 percent of mothers under 45 reported getting an average of
seven hours of sleep a night,......35......62 percent of women of the same age who did not
have at home . The researchers believe that lack of sleep negatively influence physical and
.......36.......well- being children . It increases the risk of diabetes, obesity, and depression.
31. a. lowerd

b. improved

c. changed

d. caused

32. a. reduced

b. spared

c. preferred

d. increased

33. a. firstly

b. repeatedly

c. increasingly

d. calmly

34.a. kids

b. hobbies

c. products

d. rooms

35. a. caring for

b. in spite of

c. in addition to

d.compared with

36. a. educational

b. mental

c. local

d. national

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------I; Reading Comprehension
All countries that send objects into space find themselves face to face with a serious
problem' . Space junk. the 'junk' includes parts of pockets, unwanted remaining parts from
launches,and dead satellites.There may well kbe half a million pieces of dangerous waste in
orbit. As a you might expect, countries around the world are worried. Many are working on
solutions to destroy the detitus.
Japan's space agency has built an electromagnetic tether. This giant steel and aluminum net,
nearly half a mile wide, would orbit in space and attract metallic pieces as it travels. once
full of waste, the net would fall back into the Earth's atmosphere. The gathered pieces
would burn upon re-entry. If this net idea works, japan plans to build a much larger one.
A Swiss company proposes a different answer. It is a devekoping spacecraft that would act
as a huge device to collect harmful debries. Like the japanese net, the Swiss device would
fall back into Eath's atmosphere, destroying its contents in the process.

37.What is the subject of this passage?
a. A new type of waste

b. Useless solutions to a difficulty

c. Difficulty for future space missions

d. Ways to send objects into space

38.Which of the following has been described in the passage?
a. launches(paragraph 1)

b. orbit( paragraph2)

c. electromagnetic tether(paragraph2)

d. re- entry( paragraph 2)

39. The device made by Japan's space agenccy and that made by a Swiss company are
similar in all of the following features EXCEPT that they are.......
a. collect waste in space

b. look very much alike

c. serve the same purpose
d. are designed to make waste burn on their return to Earth
41. What does the word "one' in paragraph 2 refer to?
a. net
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b. idea

c. piece

d. re-entry
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